
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

United States Government Accountability Office

Washington, DC  20548 

 

January 31, 2006 
 
The Honorable F. James Sensenbrenner, Jr. 
Chairman, Committee on the Judiciary 
House of Representatives 
 
The Honorable Chris Cannon 
Chairman, Subcommittee on Commercial  
    and Administrative Law 
Committee on the Judiciary 
House of Representatives 
 
The Honorable Charles E. Grassley 
United States Senate 
 
Subject: Information on False Claims Act Litigation 
 
The False Claims Act (FCA) is one of the government’s primary weapons to fight 
fraud against the government. The Act, as amended in 1986, provides for penalties 
and triple damages for anyone who knowingly submits or causes the submission of 
false or fraudulent claims to the United States for government funds or property.1   
Under the FCA’s qui tam provisions, a person with evidence of fraud, also known as a 
whistle blower or relator, is authorized to file a case in federal court and sue, on 
behalf of the government, persons engaged in the fraud and to share in any money the 
government may recover.  The Department of Justice (DOJ) has the responsibility to 
decide on behalf of the government whether to join the whistle blower in prosecuting 
these cases. From fiscal years 1987 through 2005, settlements and judgments for the 
federal government in FCA cases have exceeded $15 billion, of which $9.6 billion, or 
64 percent, was for cases filed by whistle blowers under FCA’s qui tam provisions.2  
The whistle blowers share of the qui tam settlements and judgments was over $1.6 
billion during this period. 
 
With regard to your request to provide information on FCA litigation, this report 
addresses the following questions: 

                                                 
1The False Claims Act, as amended, is codified at 31 U.S.C. §§ 3729-33. 
2Represents funds the government is entitled to recover as a result of qui tam case settlements or court 
judgments. These funds may or may not have been collected by the government. A DOJ official told us 
that while most of these funds arise from FCA allegations in the qui tam complaint, some funds are 
attributable to government initiated claims under the FCA and other statutory and common law 
claims, such as breach of contract, bribery, or conflict of interest, and that the relator is not entitled to 
a share of these funds.  The official also told us that precise amounts attributable to each claim may 
not be distinguished in the case of a lump-sum settlement or judgment.  
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• What statutory guidance and DOJ policies exist regarding the relationship 
between the government and relators in prosecuting qui tam cases?  

 
• What is known about DOJ’s qui tam caseload based on the data it collects? 

 
To determine what statutory guidance and DOJ policies exist, we reviewed applicable 
laws, regulations, and DOJ policies regarding the relationship between the 
government and relators in prosecuting qui tam cases. We interviewed DOJ and other 
federal officials and private practice attorneys involved in qui tam litigation. To 
provide information on DOJ’s qui tam caseload, we obtained DOJ’s qui tam database 
on closed unsealed qui tam cases for fiscal years 1987 through 2005 and conducted 
computerized analyses of certain data fields. To assess the reliability of the data, we 
discussed the data collection methods for ensuring data quality with responsible 
officials and reviewed the data for reasonableness. We found the data we used for our 
analyses were sufficiently reliable for the purposes of this report.  
 
In December 2005, we discussed with your offices the results of our work. This 
document conveys the information provided during those discussions (see 
enclosure).  
 
We performed our work from April 2005 through January 2006 in accordance with 
generally accepted government auditing standards.  
 

Results 

 
The briefing slides in the enclosure address our two objectives. In summary, we 
found the following: 
 
• Under the FCA, the federal government has primary responsibility for prosecuting 

a qui tam case and it is at the DOJ’s discretion to involve the relator on a case-by-
case basis. DOJ officials told us that their policy is broad and encourages DOJ 
attorneys to recognize the benefits of a cooperative relationship with relators and 
to exercise their professional judgment in dealing with them.  DOJ does not 
collect data that document the extent of the relator’s participation in the 
prosecution of a qui tam case, nor is it required to do so.  

 
• DOJ’s Civil Division received 8,869 FCA cases from fiscal years 1987 through 

2005.3  During this period, the number of qui tam FCA cases generally increased as 
a proportion of total FCA cases.  Agencies under the Departments of Health and 
Human Services and Defense were named more frequently than other agencies as 
allegedly defrauded in qui tam cases DOJ received.  The 2,490 closed, unsealed qui 
tam cases that GAO analyzed were filed in 92 U.S. district courts.  Health care and 

                                                 
3Represents newly received FCA referrals and investigations initiated by the government and newly 
filed qui tam cases initiated by the relator. These include open cases and cases under seal. According 
to a DOJ official, these cases do not include non-qui tam cases under $5 million handled by the United 
States Attorneys’ Offices. The official told us that the Civil Division does not maintain data on these 
cases. 
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procurement fraud cases constituted about 79 percent of all qui tam cases. DOJ 
pursued health care fraud cases (33 percent or 363 of the total 1,117 health care 
cases) and procurement fraud cases (29 percent or 237 of the total 819 
procurement cases) more than other types of fraud cases.4  Cases in which DOJ 
intervened took a median of 38 months to conclude and ranged from 4 months to 
187 months.  The median FCA recovery in a qui tam case was $784,597, of which 
the median relator share was $123,885.5  Recoveries and relator’s share amounts in 
health care fraud cases were larger than in other types of fraud. Recoveries and 
relator share amounts were greater in cases where DOJ intervened than in cases 
where DOJ declined to intervene. 

 

Agency Comments and Our Evaluation 

 
We requested comments on a draft of this letter from the Departments of Justice, 
Health and Human Services, and Defense. The Department of Justice provided 
technical comments, which we incorporated into this letter. The Departments of 
Health and Human Services and Defense had no comments. 
 
As agreed with your offices, unless you publicly announce its contents earlier, we 
plan no further distribution of this report until 30 days after the date of this letter. At 
that time, we will provide copies of this report to the Attorney General and other 
interested parties. We will also provide copies to others on request. In addition, the 
letter will be available at no charge on the GAO Web site at http://www.gao.gov. 
 
If you or your staff have any questions or need additional information, please contact 
me at (202) 512-8777, ekstrandl@gao.gov. Major contributors to this letter were  
John Hansen, Assistant Director, Nancy Kawahara, Christine Davis,  
John G. Smale, Jr., George H. Quinn, Jr., and Dorian Dunbar. 
 

 
Laurie E. Ekstrand 
Director, Homeland Security and Justice 
 
Enclosure 
 

                                                 
4Includes cases in which DOJ intervened and cases settled by DOJ before declination or intervention.  
5Includes relators whose qui tam case resulted in a settlement or judgment, but the relators received 
zero or a reduced share of the government's recovery. A DOJ official told us that these cases involved 
instances where the relator's entitlement to a full statutory share was jurisdictionally barred or in 
question and that this information is reflected in DOJ case files. 
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ENCLOSURE 

 

Introduction

• Since Congress amended the False Claims Act (FCA)1 in 
1986, the government has won recoveries of over $15 billion 
from fiscal years 1987 through 2005. 

• Of the $15 billion, 64 percent, or $9.6 billion, was for 
recoveries associated with cases filed by whistle blowers 
under FCA’s qui tam provisions.2 Whistle blowers were 
entitled to a share of these qui tam recoveries, which totaled 
over $1.6 billion during this period.

• The Department of Justice (DOJ) has the responsibility to 
decide on behalf of the government whether to join the 
whistle blower in prosecuting these cases. 

2Represents funds the government is entitled to recover as a result of qui tam case settlements or court judgments. These funds may or may not have been collected by the 
government. A DOJ official told us that while most of these funds arise from FCA allegations in the qui tam complaint, some funds are attributable to government initiated 
claims under the FCA and other statutory and common law claims, such as breach of contract, bribery, or conflict of interest, and that the relator is not entitled to a share of 
these funds.  The official also told us that precise amounts attributable to each claim may not be distinguished in the case of a lump-sum settlement or judgment. 

1The False Claims Act, as amended, is codified at 31 U.S.C. §§ 3729-33.
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ENCLOSURE 

 

Definitions

The funds the government is entitled to recover as a result of qui tam case settlements or court judgments. These funds may or 
may not have been collected by the government.  A DOJ official told us that while most of these funds arise from FCA 
allegations in the qui tam complaint, some are attributable to government initiated claims under the FCA and other statutory and
common law claims, such as breach of contract, bribery, or conflict of interest, and that the relator is not entitled to a share of 
these funds. The official also told us that precise amounts attributable to each claim may not be distinguished in the case of a
lump-sum settlement or judgment. Qui tam recoveries

When DOJ declines to intervene in the case, the relator has the right to pursue the case without the government. However, DOJ 
can decide to intervene in the case upon showing of good cause, and any settlements in the case are made with the consent of 
the government. 

DOJ declines to intervene in a 
qui tam case

If the qui tam case is successful, the relator is entitled to a share of the recoveries. 
Relator share of qui tam 
recoveries

Under the FCA, a relator files a qui tam case under court seal, and the case is not publicly disclosed. Until the court lifts the seal 
in whole or in part, no records relating to the case may be disclosed, except to DOJ.  Case under seal

DOJ represents the government and is a named party in every qui tam case. When DOJ decides to intervene in a case, it takes 
primary responsibility for prosecuting the case.DOJ intervenes in a qui tam case

A person who files a civil case for a violation of the FCA. Relators are also known as whistle blowers. Relator

Qui tam is an abbreviation for a Latin phrase dating back to 13th century England, meaning a person who sues for the king as 
well as for himself. Under the FCA, a qui tam case is filed by a private person on behalf of the federal government. The 
government can also pursue FCA claims through federal agency investigations and referrals without a relator.Qui tam

The FCA is a civil antifraud statute, providing that any person who knowingly submits or causes the submission of false claims 
for government funds or property is liable for damages and penalties.False Claims Act 

DefinitionTerm
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ENCLOSURE 

 

Objectives

• What statutory guidance and DOJ policies exist regarding the 
relationship between the government and relator in 
prosecuting qui tam cases?

• What is known about DOJ’s qui tam caseload based on the 
data it collects?
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ENCLOSURE 

 

Scope and Methodology

To determine what statutory and DOJ guidance exist regarding 
the relationship between the relator and the government, we

• reviewed applicable laws, regulations, and DOJ policies 
and

• interviewed DOJ and other federal officials and private 
attorneys involved in qui tam cases.

To provide information on DOJ’s qui tam caseload, we 
• obtained DOJ’s qui tam database on closed unsealed qui 

tam cases for fiscal years 1987 through 2005 and 
conducted computerized analyses of certain data fields. 
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ENCLOSURE 

 

Data Reliability

To assess the reliability of the data, we 
• discussed the data collection methods with responsible 

agency staff, 
• reviewed the data and information for reasonableness, 

and 
• obtained related documentation where available. 

We found that the DOJ qui tam database we used for our 
analyses was sufficiently reliable for the purposes of this report.
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ENCLOSURE 

 

Results in Brief–FCA and DOJ Guidance on 
the Government-Relator Relationship

• Under the FCA, the federal government has primary 
responsibility for prosecuting a qui tam case and it is at 
DOJ’s discretion to involve the relator on a case-by-case 
basis.

• DOJ officials told us that their policy is broad and encourages 
DOJ attorneys to recognize the benefits of a cooperative 
relationship with relators and to exercise their professional 
judgment in dealing with them.

• DOJ does not collect data that document the extent of the 
relator’s participation in the prosecution of a qui tam case, 
nor is it required to do so.
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ENCLOSURE 

 

Results in Brief–Information on Qui tam Cases

• Of the total 8,869 FCA cases1 DOJ’s Civil Division received from fiscal 
years 1987 through 2005, the number of qui tam FCA cases generally 
increased as a proportion of total FCA cases.

• The Departments of Health and Human Services (HHS) and Defense 
(DOD) agencies were named more frequently than other agencies as
allegedly defrauded in qui tam cases DOJ received.

• The 2,490 closed, unsealed qui tam cases that GAO analyzed were filed in 
92 U.S. district courts; the Central District of California (Los Angeles) was 
the busiest, with 10 percent of all cases filed.

• Health care and procurement fraud cases constituted about 79 percent of 
all qui tam cases.

1Represents newly received FCA referrals and investigations initiated by the government and newly filed qui tam cases initiated by a relator. These 
include open cases and cases under seal. According to a DOJ official, this does not include non-qui tam cases under $5 million handled by the 
United States Attorney’s offices. The official also told us that the Civil Division does not maintain data on these cases.
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ENCLOSURE 

 

Results in Brief–Information on Qui tam Cases

• DOJ pursued2 health care fraud cases (33 percent or 363 of 
the total 1,117 health care cases) and procurement fraud 
cases (29 percent or 237 of the total 819 procurement cases) 
more than other types of fraud cases. 

• Cases in which DOJ intervened took a median of 38 months 
to conclude and ranged from 4 months to 187 months. 

2Includes DOJ intervened cases and cases settled by DOJ before declination or intervention.
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ENCLOSURE 

 

Results in Brief–Information on Qui tam Cases

• The median FCA recovery in a qui tam case was $784,597. Of that 
amount, the median relator share was $123,885.3

• Recoveries and relator’s share amounts in health care fraud cases 
were larger than in other types of fraud.

• Recoveries and relator share amounts were greater in cases where
DOJ intervened than in cases where DOJ declined to intervene. 

3Includes relators whose qui tam case resulted in a settlement or judgment, but the relators received zero or a reduced share of the government’s recovery. A 
DOJ official told us that these cases involved instances where the relator’s entitlement to a full statutory share was jurisdictionally barred or in question and 
that this information is reflected in DOJ case files. 
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ENCLOSURE 

 

Background- Qui Tam provisions of the False 
Claims Act 

• Anyone who knowingly submits or causes the submission of 
false claims to the government is liable for damages up to 
three times the erroneous payment, plus civil penalties. 

• A private individual with knowledge of false claims—called 
the relator—may bring a suit on the government’s behalf—
called a qui tam case.

• The relator’s incentive to sue is the potential to share in the 
recoveries if the case is successful. 
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ENCLOSURE 

 

Background- Qui Tam Procedures under the 
FCA

• The relator can file a qui tam complaint under seal in any U.S. 
district court where any defendant can be found, resides, or 
transacts business, or in any U.S. district court where the fraud 
occurred, with a copy of the complaint served on the Attorney 
General and the appropriate U.S. Attorney.

• The complaint remains under seal for 60 days (or longer for good
cause shown) while DOJ and/or other federal agency fraud units 
investigate the allegations and DOJ decides whether to intervene
and take over the case.

• Qui tam litigation is handled either by DOJ’s Civil Division or the 
United States Attorneys, sometimes on a joint basis. Generally, 
U.S. Attorneys handle investigations of FCA claims under $5 
million, including referrals from federal agencies and qui tam cases. 
The Civil Division tracks qui tam cases litigated by the United 
States Attorneys for statistical reporting purposes.1

1According to a DOJ official, the Civil Division does not track non-qui tam cases generally under $5 million which were initiated and pursued by the U.S. 
Attorneys’ Offices. 
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ENCLOSURE 

 

Background-Government Intervention or 
Declination in a Qui Tam Case 

DOJ officials told us that after investigating the allegations and 
considering the input of relevant government officials, DOJ makes a 
decision to

• Intervene and take over primary responsibility for prosecuting 
the case. DOJ may intervene and decide to take over some but 
not all of the relator’s claims.

• Decline to intervene. The relator has the right to continue as a
party, but the government retains the right to intervene upon a 
showing of good cause.

• Settle the case before intervening. Whether or not DOJ 
intervenes, the government may settle the case over the 
relator’s objections if the court determines that the proposed 
settlement is fair, adequate, and reasonable.
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ENCLOSURE 

 

Background-Relator’s Share in Qui Tam 
Recoveries 

In general, the relator in a successful qui tam suit is entitled to a share 
of the recovery: 

• between 25 and 30 percent if the government declines to 
intervene.

• between 15 and 25 percent if the government intervenes.
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ENCLOSURE 

 

Background-Relator’s Share in Qui Tam 
Recoveries 

Several factors may affect the relator’s share of the recovery, such as
• how substantially the relator contributed to the case, 
• whether the case primarily depended on disclosures from other 

sources (in which case the relator’s share can be no more than 
10 percent), 

• whether the relator planned and initiated the false claim (in 
which case the relator’s share can be reduced to any amount 
the court deems appropriate), and

• whether statutory bars preclude the relator from sharing in the 
recovery because of a criminal conviction or a jurisdictional 
disqualification in the case.
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ENCLOSURE 

 

Background–Health Care Fraud and Abuse 
Control Program 

• The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 
1996, among other things, established a Health Care Fraud 
and Abuse Control Program (HCFAC) to strengthen ongoing 
efforts to combat fraud and abuse in health care programs.

• Under the HCFAC program, a portion of settlements and 
judgments resulting from FCA cases involving health care 
fraud are used to finance part of the antifraud activities in 
HHS and DOJ. 

• In fiscal year 2004, HHS and DOJ were allocated over $240 
million from HCFAC program funds to devote to their health 
care fraud enforcement activities.
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ENCLOSURE 

 

FCA and DOJ Guidance on the 
Government-Relator Relationship
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ENCLOSURE 

 

FCA Gives Government Discretion in Its 
Relationship with Relator

• If the government intervenes, the FCA gives the government 
primary responsibility for prosecuting a qui tam case.

• The FCA does not specify the degree to which the 
government must cooperate with the relator.

• DOJ attorneys use their discretion in deciding how much the 
relator and relator’s counsel may assist in the case. 
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ENCLOSURE 

 

DOJ Policy Is Broad Regarding the 
Government-Relator Relationship

DOJ officials told us that their policy is broad and encourages DOJ 
attorneys to recognize the benefits of a cooperative relationship with 
relators and to exercise their professional judgment in dealing with 
them.

Many factors could affect the government-relator relationship, such as
• the amount of information the relator possesses about the 

potential fraud, 
• the degree of experience possessed by the relator’s counsel, 
• the existence of a criminal investigation and other issues 

involving sensitivity of data, such as privacy or national security, 
and

• interpersonal dynamics between the relator and defendant.
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ENCLOSURE 

 

DOJ Data Documenting the Relationship 
between the Government and the Relator 

DOJ does not collect data that document the extent of the 
relator’s participation in the prosecution of a qui tam case, nor 
is it required to do so.
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ENCLOSURE 

 

Information on DOJ’s Qui Tam Caseload 
for Fiscal Years 1987 through 2005
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ENCLOSURE 

The Number of New Qui Tam Cases Generally 
Increased

Of the total 8,869 new FCA 
cases1 DOJ’s Civil Division 
received from fiscal years 1987 
through 2005, the number of 
qui tam cases generally 
increased as a proportion of 
the total FCA cases.

Source:  DOJ’s Civil Division Fraud Statistics which include open cases and qui tam cases under seal.
1Represents newly received FCA referrals and investigations initiated by the government and newly filed qui tam cases initiated by a relator. 
2FCA investigative matters initiated by the government without  a relator. According to a DOJ official, these data do not include non-qui tam cases generally 
under $5 million which were initiated and pursued by the U.S. Attorneys.  The official  also told us that the Civil Division does not maintain data on these cases.

8,8693,7405,129Total

4941003942005
5281134152004
427933342003
383633202002
397883092001
463963672000
6221414811999
5891194701998
7181855331997
5501873631996
5132362771995
5132912221994
4613291321993
4763571191992
333243901991
338256821990
331236951989
306246601988
427361661987

TotalNon-qui tam2Qui tam
Fiscal 
year

New FCA Cases, Fiscal Years 1987 through 2005
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ENCLOSURE 

HHS and DOD Agencies More Frequently 
Named as Allegedly Defrauded 

HHS and DOD agencies were 
more frequently named than 
other agencies as allegedly 
defrauded in qui tam cases 
DOJ received. HHS agencies 
were named 54 percent of the 
time and DOD agencies were 
named 29 percent of the time 
of the total 5,129 qui tam 
cases DOJ received from 
fiscal year 1987 through 2005. 

2,2821,4722,745Total

184972702005
180992762004
136782172003
122721972002
134741802001
165772232000
1531093101999
168782871998
3661462981997
1631352041996
134103941995
10596801994
6655391993
5764171992
3850131991
3345121990
4640151989
203691988
121841987

Other
agenciesDODHHS 

Fiscal 
year

Number of Qui Tam Cases Listed by Allegedly Defrauded Agency, 
Fiscal Years 1987 through 2005

Note: More than one federal agency could be named in each qui tam case.
Source: DOJ’s Civil Division Fraud Statistics, which includes open cases and qui tam cases under seal.
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ENCLOSURE 

 

Qui Tam Cases Filed in U.S. 
District Courts

The 2,490 closed, 
unsealed qui tam cases 
GAO analyzed were filed 
in 92 U.S. district courts. 
The Central District of 
California (Los Angeles) 
was the busiest, with 10 
percent of all cases filed.

Table legend:
C.D. = Central district
M.D. = Middle district
E.D. = Eastern district
D. = Statewide district
S.D. = Southern district
W.D. = Western district
N.D. = Northern district

Source:  GAO analysis of DOJ’s Civil Division data on closed, unsealed qui tam cases.

45.381,130Remaining 75 district courts
2.0952D. Massachusetts (Boston, Mass.)

100.002,490Total

2.1353N.D. Texas (Dallas, Tex.)
2.2155S.D. New York (New York City, N.Y.)
2.2556D. New Jersey (Newark, N.J.)
2.3358W.D. Texas (San Antonio, Tex.)
2.3759S.D. Ohio (Dayton, Ohio)
2.4160S.D. California (San Diego, Calif.)
2.5764N.D. Illinois (Chicago, Ill.)
2.6165S.D. Florida (Miami, Fla.)
2.8972E.D. Pennsylvania (Philadelphia, Pa.)
2.9774D. Maryland (Baltimore, Md.)

2.9774D. District of Columbia (Washington, D.C.)

3.0175E.D. Virginia (Alexandria, Va.)
3.0977N.D. California (San Francisco, Calif.)
3.1378E.D. California (Sacramento, Calif.)
5.22130M.D. Florida (Tampa, Fla.)

10.36258C.D. California (Los Angeles, Calif.)

PercentNumberU.S. District Court (location)

Qui Tam Cases Filed in U.S. District Courts, Fiscal Years 1987 through 2005
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ENCLOSURE 

 

Most Cases Involve Health Care and 
Procurement Fraud

100.002,490Total

1.2331Missing/miscoded

0.041Overseas bribery

0.164Veterans benefits

0.205Highway

0.246Non-housing loan

0.246Other bribery

0.287Scientific 

0.287Welfare program

0.9423Student loan

1.6140Housing

3.0676Subsidy program

4.38109Grant program

8.51212Miscellaneous1

32.85818Procurement 

45.981,145Health care 

PercentNumberType of fraud alleged

Types of Fraud Alleged in Qui Tam Cases, Fiscal Years 1987 through 
2005Health care and 

procurement fraud cases 
constitute about 79 percent 
of all qui tam cases.

Health care fraud cases 
were pursued in part by 
DOJ and HHS staff funded 
by the HCFAC program.

Source: GAO analysis of DOJ’s Civil Division data on closed, unsealed qui tam cases.
1A DOJ official told us that the miscellaneous fraud category includes cases where the complaint is vague or does not fit into other case types.
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ENCLOSURE 

 

DOJ Pursued Health Care and Procurement 
Cases More Often than Others

DOJ pursued health 
care fraud cases (33 
percent or 363 of total 
1,117 health care 
cases) and procurement 
fraud cases (29 percent 
or 237 of total 819 
procurement cases) 
more than other types 
of fraud cases. 

Source: GAO analysis of DOJ’s Civil Division data on closed, unsealed qui tam cases.
1Includes cases where DOJ decided to intervene in some but not all of the relator’s claims.
2The sum of DOJ intervened cases and cases settled by DOJ before intervention or declination.
3A DOJ official told us that the miscellaneous fraud category includes cases where the complaint is vague or does not fit into other case types.

Note: Does not include 132 cases that were dismissed prior to DOJ’s decision to intervene in the case. 

27.281,77066471593Total

12.6317325916All other types

11.329412012Grant program

13.9216727720Miscellaneous3

28.9458223730207Procurement 

32.5075436325338Health care 

Percent 
pursued
by DOJ

DOJ
declined

Total cases
pursued
by DOJ2

Settled 
by DOJ 
before 

intervening
DOJ

intervened1
Type of fraud 
alleged

Percent of Qui Tam Cases Pursued by DOJ Listed by Type of Fraud Alleged, Fiscal Years 1987 
through 2005
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ENCLOSURE 

 

Time to Conclude Qui Tam Cases in Which 
DOJ Intervened

Cases in which DOJ intervened took a median of 38 months to 
conclude and ranged from 4 months to 187 months.1

Source: GAO analysis of DOJ’s Civil Division data on closed, unsealed qui tam cases.
1Includes cases where DOJ decided to intervene in some but not all of the relator’s claims.  Time period measured between date the complaint was
filed to the date the case was concluded by settlement, judgment, or dismissal. 
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ENCLOSURE 

 

Qui Tam Recoveries

740Total

18$100,000,001 to $1,000,000,000

15$50,000,001 to $100,000,000

63$10,000,001 to $50,000,000

57$5,000,001 to $10,000,000

182$1,000,001 to $5,000,000

87$500,001 to $1,000,000

187$100,001 to $500,000

54$50,000 to $100,000

77under $50,000

Number Settlement and judgment amounts1

Qui Tam Recoveries, Fiscal Years 1987 through 2005Mean: $10,028,482
Median: $784,597

Source: GAO analysis of DOJ’s Civil Division data on closed, unsealed qui tam cases.
1According to a DOJ official, a portion of these qui tam settlement and judgment amounts could include amounts attributable to government initiated 
claims under the FCA and other statutory or common law claims, such as breach of contract, bribery, or conflict of interest. The official also told us that 
precise amounts attributable to each claim may not be distinguished in the case of a lump-sum settlement or judgment. 
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ENCLOSURE 

 

Relator Share of Qui Tam Recoveries

740Total

4$50,000,001 to $100,000,000

23$10,000,001 to $50,000,000

19$5,000,001 to $10,000,000

87$1,000,001 to $5,000,000

71$500,001 to $1,000,000

200$100,001 to $500,000

82$50,001 to $100,000

153$10,001 to $50,000

36

65

0

$1 to $10,000

NumberRelator share of settlement or judgment amounts1

Total Relator Share Amounts of Qui Tam Recoveries, Fiscal Years 1987 
through 2005

Mean: $1,700,153
Median: $123,885

Source: GAO analysis of DOJ’s Civil Division data on closed, unsealed qui tam cases.
1Includes relators whose qui tam case resulted in a settlement or judgment, but the relators received zero or a reduced share of the government's recovery. A 
DOJ official told us that these cases involved instances where the relator's entitlement to a full statutory share was jurisdictionally barred or in question and 
that this information is reflected in DOJ case files. 
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ENCLOSURE 

 

Qui Tam Recoveries by
Type of Fraud Alleged
Recoveries for 
health care fraud 
cases were larger 
than in other 
types of fraud 
cases.

$58,925,376$166,885$30,000-$27,013,86915
All other 
categories

$21,067,595$362,595$50,000-$16,000,0005
Subsidy 
program

$12,064,091$78,000$2,000-$3,768,10013Housing

$39,425,601$200,000$5,000–$21,899,85621Grant program

$626,741,660$437,500$1,681-$428,507,27334Miscellaneous2

$1,641,340,667$750,0000-$150,500,000267Procurement

$5,021,511,529$1,000,0000-$568,036,761385Health care

Total 
recoveries1MedianRangeNumber

Type of fraud
alleged

Qui Tam Recoveries by Type of Fraud Alleged, Fiscal Years 1987 through 2005

1According to a DOJ official, a portion of these qui tam settlement and judgment amounts could include amounts attributable to government initiated claims 
under the FCA and other statutory or common law claims, such as breach of contract, bribery, or conflict of interest. The official also told us that precise 
amounts attributable to each claim may not be distinguished in the case of a lump-sum settlement or judgment.
2A DOJ official told us that the miscellaneous fraud category includes cases where the complaint is vague or does not fit into other case types.

Source: GAO analysis of DOJ’s Civil Division data on closed, unsealed qui tam cases.
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ENCLOSURE 

 

Relator Share of Qui Tam Recoveries by 
Type of Fraud Alleged

Relator share 
amounts for health 
care fraud cases 
were larger than 
other types of 
fraud cases.

$10,128,846$50,0660-$4,052,08015All other types

$3,351,635$39,885$8,750-$3,056,0005
Subsidy 
program

$1,209,497$12,2690-$300,00013Housing

$9,352,614$52,5000-$5,474,96421Grant program

$101,234,736$75,0000-$67,014,53034Miscellaneous1

$291,101,670$129,5000-$22,575,000267Procurement

$841,733,865$150,0000-$96,566,249385Health care

Total 
relator share 

amountsMedianRangeNumber
Type of fraud
alleged

Relator Share Amounts by Type of Fraud Alleged, Fiscal Years 1987 through 2005

Source: GAO analysis of DOJ’s Civil Division data on closed, unsealed qui tam cases.
1A DOJ official told us that the miscellaneous fraud category includes cases where the complaint is vague or does not fit into other case types.
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ENCLOSURE 

 

Qui Tam Recoveries by DOJ Case 
Intervention 

$6,731,633,038$1,200,0000-$568,036,761538DOJ intervened2 in the case

$327,599,476$100,000$1,681-$85,697,444151
DOJ declined–relator proceeded with case 
without government

$388,454,479$475,000$20,000-$88,707,09871
Cases settled by DOJ before declination or 
intervention

Total
recoveries1MedianRangeNumber

Qui Tam Recoveries by DOJ Case Intervention, Fiscal Years 1987 through 2005

Qui tam recoveries from cases where DOJ intervened were greater 
than in cases where DOJ declined to intervene.

1According to a DOJ official, a portion of these qui tam settlement and judgment amounts could include amounts attributable to government initiated claims 
under the FCA and other statutory or common law claims, such as breach of contract, bribery, or conflict of interest. The official also told us that precise 
amounts attributable to each claim may not be distinguished in the case of a lump-sum settlement or judgment. 
2Includes cases where DOJ intervened in some but not all of the relator’s claims.

Source: GAO analysis of DOJ’s Civil Division data on closed, unsealed qui tam cases.
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ENCLOSURE 

 

Relator Share of Qui Tam Recoveries by 
DOJ Case Intervention

Relator share amounts were greater in cases where DOJ intervened
than in cases where DOJ declined to intervene.

$54,478,813$81,0000-$9,050,00071
Cases settled by DOJ before intervention or 
declination

$85,868,226$22,4000-$24,640,000151
DOJ declined—relator proceeded with case 
without government

$1,122,171,513$175,7540-$96,566,249538DOJ intervened2 in the case

Total
relator share amounts1MedianRangeNumber

Relator Share of Qui Tam Recoveries by DOJ Case Intervention, Fiscal Years 1987 through 2005

1 Includes relators whose qui tam case resulted in a settlement or judgment, but the relators received zero or a reduced share of the government's recovery. A 
DOJ official told us that these cases involved instances where the relator's entitlement to a full statutory share was jurisdictionally barred or in question and 
that this information is reflected in DOJ case files.
2 Includes cases where DOJ intervened in some but not all of the relator’s claims. 

Source:  GAO analysis of DOJ’s Civil Division data on closed, unsealed qui tam cases.
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GAO’s Mission The Government Accountability Office, the audit, evaluation and 
investigative arm of Congress, exists to support Congress in meeting its 
constitutional responsibilities and to help improve the performance and 
accountability of the federal government for the American people. GAO 
examines the use of public funds; evaluates federal programs and policies; 
and provides analyses, recommendations, and other assistance to help 
Congress make informed oversight, policy, and funding decisions. GAO’s 
commitment to good government is reflected in its core values of 
accountability, integrity, and reliability. 

The fastest and easiest way to obtain copies of GAO documents at no cost 
is through GAO’s Web site (www.gao.gov). Each weekday, GAO posts 
newly released reports, testimony, and correspondence on its Web site. To 
have GAO e-mail you a list of newly posted products every afternoon, go 
to www.gao.gov and select “Subscribe to Updates.” 

The first copy of each printed report is free. Additional copies are $2 each. 
A check or money order should be made out to the Superintendent of 
Documents. GAO also accepts VISA and Mastercard. Orders for 100 or 
more copies mailed to a single address are discounted 25 percent. Orders 
should be sent to: 

U.S. Government Accountability Office 
441 G Street NW, Room LM 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

To order by Phone:  Voice:  (202) 512-6000  
TDD:  (202) 512-2537 
Fax:  (202) 512-6061 

Contact: 

Web site: www.gao.gov/fraudnet/fraudnet.htm 
E-mail: fraudnet@gao.gov 
Automated answering system: (800) 424-5454 or (202) 512-7470 

Gloria Jarmon, Managing Director, JarmonG@gao.gov (202) 512-4400 
U.S. Government Accountability Office, 441 G Street NW, Room 7125 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Paul Anderson, Managing Director, AndersonP1@gao.gov (202) 512-4800 
U.S. Government Accountability Office, 441 G Street NW, Room 7149  
Washington, D.C. 20548 
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